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Dismantling Anti-Blackness and Uplifting African 
American Rhetoric: A Review Essay

Rhetorical Crossover: The Black Presence in White Culture , by Cedric D. 
Burrows. U of Pittsburgh P, 2020. 171 pp. 

Linguistic Justice: Black Language, Literacy, Identity, and Pedagogy,  by 
April Baker-Bell. Routledge, 2020. 129 pp. 

Reviewed by Chloe J. Robertson, Virginia Tech 

“If y’all actually believe that using ‘standard English’ will dismantle 
white supremacy, then you not paying attention!” (Baker-Bell 20)

It would not be an exaggeration to claim that academia has disproportion-
ately privileged white language for decades, contributing to the idea that 

students who use dialects, other languages, and colloquialisms must conform 
to a standardized white eurocentric value system that oppresses other modes 
of speaking. At best, students and scholars have felt devalued as they learned 
how to code-switch in certain spaces. At worst, this practice has damaged 
people’s sense of self and has contributed to dangerous, and oftentimes life-
threatening, racial injustices in America. Linguistic Justice: Blank Language, 
Literacy, Identity, and Pedagogy by April Baker-Bell and Rhetorical Crossover: 
The Black Presence in White Culture by Cedric D. Burrows build on the work 
of scholars such as Geneva Smitherman (2006) and bell hooks (2003) to 
present a much-needed voice advocating for linguistic equity in our school 
systems. Baker-Bell received the 2020 NCTE George Orwell award for Lin-
guistic Justice, and with the book’s unapologetic demand for Black linguistic 
justice, it isn’t hard to see why. With Baker-Bell showcasing how Anti-Black 
pedagogy is still propagated in school systems, and Burrows emphasizing the 
societal impacts of whitescripting, whitescaping, and whitesplaining, these 
books demand a critical eye be turned to the way scholars and educators 
frame and analyze oppressive linguistic structures.

In reviewing these texts side-by-side, it is important to avoid a deficit 
mindset that would see us studying the works of Baker-Bell and Burrows 
without considering how they are responding to the way African American 
rhetoric has been structured into a “secondary” margin against white eurocentric 
rhetoric. As a white immigrant in America, I have often found myself taking 
a seat while listening to my students; they often know things I do not. It is 
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with this mindset, one of openness and listening to different experiences and 
expertise, that these texts should be read. Instead of seeing African American 
rhetoric as marginalized, we must recognize the assets of the form and, after 
reading these two texts, seek ways to undo the structures that strive to keep 
Black folks in the margins.

We are introduced to the idea of “mainstream” rhetoric early in both 
texts. Chapter one of Rhetorical Crossover introduces readers to the stages of 
crossover as seen by Burrows. Using the history of Black music after World 
War II, Burrows outlines five stages of crossover that showcase how speakers 
learn to adapt their rhetoric to mainstream audiences (23-39). The effect of 
these crossovers is a dilution of the original rhetorical history which, in Bur-
row’s writing, is African American rhetoric. In opening her book, Baker-Bell 
discusses the notion of the term “social justice” being used as a thin veneer to 
cover work that, at its heart, does not seek to promote equitable change. This 
“check box” method of applying the term social justice also permeates through  
Linguistic Justice  in regard to the way Black language has been appropriated 
by mainstream media, despite racist linguistic structures remaining in place 
(Baker-Bell 26-28). Therefore, we can see how Black folks learn to dilute their 
rhetoric in order to appeal to mainstream audiences, while simultaneously 
their rhetoric is being appropriated by mainstream audiences. This exemplifies 
the way African American rhetoric is only acceptable when it is molded by 
mainstream thinking––undiluted African American rhetoric is only allowed 
in white spaces when those using it aren’t Black.

In chapter two of Linguistic Justice, Baker-Bell discusses critical race theory 
(CRT) and tackles the contentious notion of code-switching and the effective-
ness of this pedagogical strategy. In a powerful passage, we are reminded that 
students may be able to switch their language, but they “cannot switch the 
color of their skin” (42). To further emphasize how code-switching is an inef-
fective tool at best, and a racist one at worst, Baker-Bell points to the murder 
of Eric Garner, who repeated the words “I cannot breathe” as police held him 
in a chokehold. She also names Renisha McBride’s words, “I just need to go 
home,” and John Crawford’s “It is not real.” Attatiana Jefferson, Aiyana Stanley-
Jones, and Tamir Rice are also named as Baker-Bell notes that switching to 
White Mainstream English did not prevent their murders, even as we tell our 
students that code-switching is the only way they can excel in the world (42). 
Naming victims murdered for their skin color emphasizes how Baker-Bell puts 
the “human” back into the numbers that often desensitize Americans as they 
watch news channels that reduce murders to race and poll numbers on a screen. 

Similarly, in the second chapter of Rhetorical Crossover, Burrows introduces 
the idea of “whitescripting,” a method of racially coding language that says 
who can, and can’t, talk on a topic (45-46). Whitescripting privileges white 
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eurocentric rhetoric while underplaying how this enforcement marginalizes 
rhetoric(s) then deemed other. Tactics such as whitescripting create a space in 
which code-switching becomes expected, as folks who don’t predominantly 
adhere to using white eurocentric rhetoric are then either made to adapt their 
speech, or have it adapted for them. Burrows explains that many accounts of 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s rhetoric are whitescripted, privileging white eurocen-
tric values instead of acknowledging all his influencers and where they came 
from. We can then see how whitescripting is apparent before a student even 
steps foot in a classroom, or before a scholar enters a conversation. 

The use of CRT in Baker-Bell’s work is elaborated in chapter four, “Scoff 
No More,” where readers are given Black Language Artifacts to view, along with 
a contextual note that situates the artifacts. The participants in Baker-Bell’s 
work then respond to those artifacts. In the recorded classroom discussions, 
readers are introduced to a linguistic teaching style that centers CRT at its 
heart and both respects and privileges student input. By turning the spotlight 
onto student-led discussion, readers are shown an oft-forgotten crucial aspect 
of pedagogical design: the students’ opinions. By uplifting student-led research 
practices, Baker-Bell furthers our understanding of CRT as a strong pedagogical 
and social paradigmatic lens, and also showcases her reflexive research ethic. In 
Burrow’s prologue, we are introduced to their personal experiences with cultural 
literacy and what they define as Truth and Reconciliation narratives (14). These 
narratives focus on seeing past injustices and acknowledging them as damaging. 
Burrows’ uses his own experiences alongside historical accounts to show how 
certain narratives are woven and how communities push (counter)narratives 
that seek to ameliorate power inequities while striving for social justice. 

However, Burrows notes that Neo-Lost Cause/Racial Nadir narratives are 
consistently pushing back against Truth and Reconciliation narratives (15). 
Neo-Lost Cause/Racial Nadir narratives try to undermine the work of affirm-
ing Black voices by painting halcyon pre-civil rights stories. These creations 
inherently push a false narrative of equal rights, as they ignore or demean the 
struggles faced by those pushed to the margins of society. To combat these 
false narratives, Burrows suggests cultroscripting. Cultroscripting uses a lens 
that privileges all cultural influences in an equitable light, without raising 
any one above the other (55). With these two works, side-by-side, we can see 
how listening to student voices in the classroom can work against the surge 
of Neo-Lost Cause/Racial Nadir narratives, as we can choose to privilege the 
lived experiences of our students over false stories perpetuated in social spaces. 
The real question, then, is how we recognize, and proactively work against, the 
stories and structures that seek to keep certain communities in the marginalia 
of society and the academy.

In this vein, in chapter three, Burrows uses Afroscaping as a way to tackle 
whitescaping, the visual reinforcement of whitescripting (71). Whitescaping 
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mandates how bodies should appear in certain spaces, and this visual affects 
the way we see those bodies move in spaces. Burrows lists “character tropes” 
that have become the single-story of the Black body in white spaces: the altru-
istic negro (77-78); the one Black friend (78-80); and the angry Black person 
(80-82). These tropes can be traced back to historical ones that acknowledged 
racially charged names such as the “Uncle Tom” character. With these tropes 
mapped onto Black bodies and propagated in mainstream film and media, 
we can see how those not proactively attending to social justice methodolo-
gies begin to insidiously consume the notion of Black folks as fitting certain 
stereotypes only. Baker-Bell offers a classroom solution to this issue with the 
use of composite counter storytelling, which she uses as a methodological 
tool in her work. This method allows researchers to graft data and creative 
practices together in a way that counters notions of single stories and speaks 
against the unnamed white narratives that set a bar for “normative” experi-
ence. Constellating Aja Martinez (2014) and Victor Villanueva’s (2004) asser-
tions that counterstories speak against racial privileges, Baker-Bell uplifts the 
voices of not only her participants in Detroit, but also the voices of students 
everywhere who have been told that their narratives should always be judged 
against the “normative” white stories permeating our culture. Moreover, by 
presenting data as stories, alongside images of students’ work and the class 
work, Baker-Bell engages audience members with not only thick description, 
but emotive appeals that humanize the participants of the study. In addition, 
framing this work through a CRT lens makes an important turn in regard 
to raising critical consciousness of race. CRT, essentially, places an academic 
name on work already being done in communities across America. In this way, 
CRT legitimizes all stories, instead of privileging stories that only occur in the 
realm of academe. Burrows offers his own methodology to combat whitescap-
ing in the form of Afroscaping. Afroscaping privileges each African American 
person as being at the forefront of their own narrative and honors the African 
American rhetorical tradition of community knowledge(s) (82). We can see, 
then, how a path toward rebutting whitescaping appears through the use of 
collaborative stories and knowledge(s), where each speaker is exemplified by 
the composite knowledge they have accrued from all cultural influences. By 
combatting the singular tropes scripted onto Black bodies in certain spaces, 
we can work toward social justice goals both in the classroom and in society.

Highlighting her commitment to reflexive design and social justice goals, 
Baker-Bell makes a point to note that an assemblage of multimodal artifacts was 
curated when creating her book (22). This method, paired with interviewing 
students in Detroit, showcases a commitment to community and engagement 
that has come to be associated with feminist and cultural scholars. Moving away 
from a traditionalist notion of objectivity and sidelined approaches, Baker-
Bell instead embraces and uplifts others’ voices in her work, situating them as 
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participants as opposed to  the researched . In applying collaborative methods, 
Baker-Bell names CRT and the resulting BlackCrit framework as the lens 
through which she approached her research (31-32). By centering race as the 
lens through which she studied, we can begin to see a counternarrative forming 
that speaks against the appropriation, oppression, and marginalization of Black 
voices and language in both the academy and society. In service to this goal, 
Baker-Bell asks readers to consider, “What stories do Black students tell about 
their experiences with the language education they are offered in school? how 
are Black students impacted by Anti-Black Linguistic Racism?...” (50). This 
centering of student lived experience through a lens of race exemplifies a care 
and attention to the voices of students, instead of centering pedagogical theories 
and applying them in a cookie-cutter paradigm to different student bodies. 

Centering the experiences of Black folks is a strong goal in both Burrows 
and Baker-Bell’s works. Chapter four of Rhetorical Crossover is strongly titled, 
“Whose Lives Matter?” This title becomes ever more poignant given that the 
book was published in 2020, a year that saw #BlackLivesMatter movements 
swell in response to racism and police brutality against African Americans. 
With this title, we can see that Burrows is situating whitescripting, whitescap-
ing, and whitesplaining in an American landscape that continues to discount 
the lives of African Americans. Truly, when looking at societal structures in 
America over the years, and to this day, the answer to the question, “whose 
lives matter?” is a chilling one. Burrows explicates on the title to this chapter 
by naming whitesplaining as the practice of white people telling Black folks 
how social justice issues are affecting them (99). This undergirds the notion 
of the white savior and casts African Americans in the role of needing help 
from said saviors. Burrows offers Afroplaining as a restorative measure to 
whitesplaining, naming Afroplaining as rhetoric that forms a counternarrative 
to the idea of the white savior and instead affirms African Americans as need-
ing no help from the white people who are in fact impeding progress towards 
equity (112). However, these Afroplained narratives are often met with more 
whitesplaining. Burrows offers the #BlackLivesMatter and #BlueLivesMatter 
movements as an example of these combative ways of explaining the world. 
The #BlackLivesMatter movement works under the assumption that all lives 
matter, which then means Black Lives matter. However, the #BlueLivesMat-
ter hashtag was formed in response to #BlackLivesMatter, arguing they were 
using the same logic. However, as Burrows notes, this is illogical as the “Blue” 
in the #BlueLivesMatter slogan is in fact referring to an institution, which 
would be the police force, and not those born into their bodies (124). Given 
that whitesplaining is the dominant narrative, more pressure is placed on 
African Americans to carve out a space for themselves in a society that places 
less value on their bodies.
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With the values of white supremacy so apparent in whitescripting, whi-
tescaping, and whitesplaining, how can we, as educators, move to tackle this 
oppressive ideology in our classrooms? How can we affirm and amplify the 
voices of all our students? Despite a lens being turned on the lived experience 
of students, or perhaps because of it, Linguistic Justice  provides educators with 
examples for how to teach against White Language Supremacy in the classroom. 
By providing readers with examples from her own classes, Baker-Bell showcases 
methods of teaching that can raise critical consciousness of CRT. In chapters 
four and five, readers are walked through steps to take in the classroom, with 
examples of students responding well to the learning being shown. Baker-Bell 
states that the aim of the book is to offer “ALL students and their teachers 
a critical linguistic awareness of Black Language and windows into broader 
conversations about anti-Blackness” (101). However, educators should be aware 
that this does not mean that the pedagogy used in  Linguistic Justice offers a “one 
and done” solution to the endemic racism in the academy. Instead, it offers us 
examples  of how to teach Antiracist Black Language Pedagogy. Chapter six, 
the last in the book, highlights Baker-Bell’s commitment to sharing antiracist 
practices, as she details a classroom design that focuses on Angie Thomas’ 
(2017)  The Hate U Giv e. For educators looking to introduce Antiracist Black 
Language Pedagogy, this chapter walks us through a complete lesson plan with 
readings and activities. It is a wonderful way to round off a book that, at its 
core, is trying to help educators better teach their students. 

In closing Rhetorical Crossover, Burrows reminds readers of the “Black tax” 
imposed on every African American that, by his definition, is the “societal 
charges and the communal toil (emotional, economic, etc.) placed on African 
Americans who wish to enter and participate in white spaces...” (127). Burrows 
provides a personal example of this tax, recalling when he overheard a hiring 
committee cutting him from a hiring pool after an interview, deeming him 
too “hostile” for white students (138-139). Because he did not crossover his 
rhetoric as much as was expected, he was refused entry into a predominantly 
white academic institution. This example reminds us that it is not only the 
role of teachers, but of institutions, to create spaces that uplift the voices of all 
students, not only those adhering to a white eurocentric rhetorical narrative. 
So, where does that leave us? While institutions may operate using oppressive 
structures, we, the educators and scholars, can work toward creating those 
spaces for our students. We can be vocal in our admonishment of systems that 
seek to undermine their worth and place taxes on their bodies and ways of 
knowing. We can, in short, continue the work of scholars such as Baker-Bell 
and Burrows, pushing toward a future that is equitable for all.

Drawing from a rich collection of sources and lived experiences,  Linguistic 
Justice  and Rhetorical Crossover sit well on the bookshelf alongside H. Samy 
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Alim, John Rickford, and Arnetha Ball’s  Raciolinguistics  (2016), hooks’  (1994) 
Teaching   to Transgress , and Vershawn Ashanti Young and Michelle Bachelor 
Robinson’s (2018)  Routledge Reader of African American Rhetoric . These books 
will serve readers who want to increase their knowledge(s) of racialized language 
practices that continue to permeate through society in oppressive ways. In truth, 
Linguistic Justice book series editors Valerie Kinloch and Susi Long put it best 
when they describe the book as a love story that speaks against Anti-Blackness 
(Baker-Bell 8). In contrast to the love shining through Linguistic Justice, Bur-
rows’ Rhetorical Crossover read, to me, as a book powerfully arguing against 
a system that has repeatedly refused to affirm the assets of African American 
rhetoric. In crossing over, African American rhetoric is shown to be frequently 
diluted even as it’s appropriated. This, coupled with the rules imposed on 
Black bodies, creates exclusionary spaces and practices where barriers should 
not exist. However, both Baker-Bell and Burrows’ love for their culture shines 
through in every page of these works, despite the differing tones, and their 
work is stronger for it.  Linguistic Justice and Rhetorical Crossover , then, will 
likely affirm readers who have felt oppressed by Anti-Blackness in their own 
lives. Moreover, Baker-Bell and Burrows’ clear writing style makes these books 
accessible not only for scholars, instructors, and teacher-researchers, but also 
for students. Not only do we see these scholars uplifting the voices of Black 
folks, but they also provide us with enough explanation of various racialized 
schemas that readers unfamiliar with the field will be able to dive into the 
books with little issue. This accessibility allows readers to clearly engage with 
these books and their call to action for us to be, and do, better.

Blacksburg, Virginia
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